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President’s Message
by Deb Zimmerman

What an amazing year it has been! I have enjoyed
serving the club as President. I am honored to
serve for another year. Thank you to everyone who
assisted me over the past year or has volunteered
for our club. CPS would not be the astounding
organization it is without the dedication of its
members.
I hope you have attended our Friday meetings. We
have had informative and active workshops, and
outstanding speakers over the last six months: Glenn Petranek – Old
Route 66, Nancy Balluck – Jessica Drossin Actions, Mike Lonsdale –
Crater Lake National Park, Phil Sisto – Milky Way, Steve Gettle – Nature
Photographer, Ron Zendarski – Fireworks, Christopher Norris – 40 Years
of Photography Passion, Bob Sims - Senior Portraits, and Mary Randall
and Charles Cassady – Mardi Gras in Kodachrome. Over the next few
months, the club will host: Jackie Sajewski – Environmental Portraiture,
Brian Wilson – Waterfall Photography, and Howard Ruffner – Moments
of Truth: A Photographer’s Experience of Kent State University 1970.
Competition season has begun and it is always amazing to see the talent
of our membership. If you are not the competitive type, join us on the
more casual nights when we have “In Your Style” or “Shooting in the
Style of Famous Photographers.” We are continuing that along with the
Winter Table Top Series, which seemed to generate great success and
conversation amongst our members. Don’t forget about the upcoming
Session 8 of our Mentor Program this September, which owes its success
to Barb Pennington and her crew of talented volunteer mentors.
Whatever level of photographer you are, there is always something for
you at CPS.
So, come join us.

~ Deb Zimmerman
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Welcome New Members!
Please join us in welcoming the following members who joined CPS January 1 – May 31, 2019
Elizabeth Agriesti

Lorence Holzhauer

Ian Oppenheim

Vince Andrews

Max Huber

Jackie Otte

Dave Arguello

Clifford Hudson

Donald Penn

Jon Axe

Karen Isaac

Jackie Perchinske

Steve Bailey

Kelly Jameson

Belinda Prinz

Christian Ball

Tami Jankovic

Justin Purcel

Mark Bartrum

Diane Jordan

Danielle Ray

Sue Beclay

Sue Kaiser

Jim Richmond

Marilyn Berg

Stacey Kirth

Julie Ross

Jim Bonfanti

Chandra Kodali

John Schindler

Marge Brady

Harvey Krieger

Kathy Schindler

Irma Burgos

Olga Krilova

Jay Schmoldt

Melissa Burovac

Tatyana Krilova

Hans Schrama

Terri Cardaman

Laura Krosky

Jane Small

Cerena Cernik

Robert Krosky

Teri Smith

Matthew Coates

Lily Kubiszyn

John Spiesman

Patricia Del Greco

James Kurtz

Blake Sugarberg

Al Emmert

Debra Lake-Krug

Jane Sydney

Loraine Farmer

Marilyn Larissey

Don Thomas

Darlene Foley

Yolanda Levert

Michelle Verquer

Rich Foley

Hilary Lynch

Anthony Warmuth

John Fracasso

Terry Lynch

Kathy Weber

Mike Gaul

Susan Mahorcic

Jeff Weiler

Walter Gomula

Alex Mayzel

Dale Westfall

Elizabeth Gore

Matthew Meserko

Janet Will

Tracy Gregg

MJ Mirande

Tom Will

Crystal Gunter

Tim Mirande

Tina Winters

Michael Hartman

Donna Moore

Dan Wolfe

Scott Hashier

Fran Morino

Gary Wood

Duane Heath

Allie Morrison

Susan Yates

John Holiman

Rose Mucci

Adeline Zbrzeski

Julie Holland

Jacqueline Murray

Joan Ziska

Kevin Holland

Marly Nagy

Thomas Ziska

Amanda Holzhauer

Annie Novak
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From the Editor’s Desk

about these. The DRD is a reflection of our membership,
so please share your experience, knowledge, and expertise.

by Deborah Willis

A second challenge, as previous editors have found, is
reviewing the competition photos and selecting only 15%
of them for inclusion in the DRD. There were 404 photos
entered into the eight first half of this year’s competitions.
These were reviewed for this issue and it was very hard to
select a representative sample for inclusion and to grace
the cover. I thank Dave Brooks for his guidance in the
selection process.

When I first heard the announcement that CPS was looking
for a new editor for the Darkroom Door, I was certain there
would be many inquiries. I had heard so many members
comment about how much they enjoyed the publication
and how excited they were when one of their photos was
published. When I saw the announcement a second and yet
third time, I was truly surprised that no one had stepped
forward.

I learned in the process of putting together this issue that
as a group, we have neglected to document the special
moments in our history. It was hard to find photos from
our field trips, workshops, and special events, including our
Year-End Awards event. I hope we will begin to capture more
of these moments, so they can be included in the DRD.

I spoke to President Deb Zimmerman and Secretary Rob
Erick to learn more about the position and the history of
the DRD, and read each issue online, which date back to
1969, making notes. I could see how the publication had
changed over time and the impact of the weekly Snapshot
on the content of the DRD. I spoke with then-editor Dave
Brooks, who patiently answered all of my questions, and
offered me the opportunity to assist him with the next issue
so I could better understand the process.

New in this issue, we have added hyperlinks to the Table
of Contents, so that you can click on the title and be taken
directly to that article/photo section. The photographs are
grouped by competition category. We have included favorite
photos from some of our Community Service Program
volunteers, who provide an invaluable service to nonprofit
organizations by assisting in documenting their events and
special moments. We have also included some important
information from our weekly Snapshot for your reference.

Having completed my first issue with Dave’s assistance,
one challenge I found was finding members willing to write
articles for the DRD. Several announcements were made
and there is an ongoing need for DRD writers. No experience
required – we have a team of experienced proofreaders who
review and edit the articles before they are published. No
longterm commitment – as each deadline is announced,
you can submit your article providing technical information,
information about a new product or piece of equipment,
sharing how you used a technique or achieved a certain
effect. You can share your field trip, workshop, class, or
special presentation experience. If there is another club
or photographic area not mentioned that you would like to
write about, just let us know. We also want to acknowledge
your photographic accomplishments, so please let us know

It is my hope that the DRD will continue to document
photographic, Northeast Ohio, and CPS’ evolution and
history. If there is something you would like to see, let us
know. Your feedback allows for our continuous improvement.
The deadline for the spring issue, which will cover the period
of July 1 – December 31. 2019, is January 15, 2020.
Our email address is DRDeditor@clevelandphoto.org

~ Deborah

Call for Articles — Winter Photography
We are very fortunate in Northeast Ohio to be able to experience and enjoy all four seasons. Most photographers take
full advantage of the freedom and opportunity this offers.
Spring provides opportunities for floral and nature photography. Summer is a great time for portraits, landscapes, street
photography, and capturing the color and vibrancy of our city and its many activities. And, who amongst us doesn’t
have a photo or two of leaves changing their color during the fall? But alas comes winter, and after capturing that first
snowfall, many of us tend to pack away our gear or “settle” for indoor holiday photos.
CPS offers members biweekly Flickr Photo Challenges with new creative themes to challenge your skills and creativity.
Our Table Top series offers opportunities to challenge yourself to try some new techniques during the winter months.
In our next issue, we would like to include ways you remain engaged with you gear over the winter months.
We invite you to share your favorite tips, tricks, techniques, gear, and locations for winter photography. The submission
deadline is January 15, 2020. Submissions should be sent to DRDeditor@clevelandphoto.org.
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The Results are In
Election Results

Congratulations to our 2019–22 newly elected Board
Members, who were elected to a three-year term of
office (term ending in May 2022):

CPS held its Annual Election of Officers and Board
Members for the 2019–2020 Club Year (term beginning in
June) on April 19, 2019.

Dan Sandy
Donna Schneider
Joe Vanecek
Deborah Willis

Congratulations to our 2019–20 Elected Officers:
President – Deb Zimmerman
1st Vice President – Chuck Fitzgerald
2nd Vice President – Barb Cerrito
Secretary – Rob Erick
Treasurer – Vicki Wert

There are a total of 12 board members, four of whom are
elected annually to serve a three-year term.
Thank you to our Current Board Members continuing
their existing terms of office
(term expiration date is shown in parentheses):

Per our bylaws, officers are elected to one-year terms. The
president is limited to two consecutive one-year terms,
so this will be Deb Zimmerman’s second and final year
as president. There are no limitations on the length of
service for other elected officers.

Lauri Culp (2020)		
Bill Keaton (2020)		
Mike Kopkas (2020)
Barb Pennington (2020)

Chris Camino (2021)
Kathie Golobic (2021)
Bob Kowaleski (2021)
Eric Wethington (2021)

Congratulations to Our Year-End Winners!
Kudos to our first place and special award winners, who have the honor of having their photographs displayed on the
club wall until next year’s competition. The winners are listed below, and the Image of the Year in each category is shown.

Creative

Black & White
Picture of the Year:
Dan Sandy – “JW Baylor Road” see front cover
First Place:
Richard Ader – “Brecksville VA Corridor”
Second Place:
Dave Ciborek – “Sunflower”
Third Place:
Fran Zahniser – “Abandoned Garage”
William Meyer Award:
Bill Keaton – “Washington Coast”

Picture of the Year:
Dan Sandy – “Racing Under the Milky Way” see p.14
First Place:
Ron Werman – “Blowin’ in the Wind”
Second Place:
Judy Medina – “Grim City”
Third Place:
Fran Zahniser – “Cactus Kaleidoscope”
Charlie Caseau Award:
Russell Whittemore – “Stalled at Sunset”

Nature

“B”

Picture of the Year:
Bob Kowaleski – “Foggy Sunrise” see p.10
First Place:
Rick Carrell – “Anticipation”
Second Place:
Russell Whittemore – “Moonset at Eystrahorn”
Third Place:
Dan Sandy – “Sleeping Beauties”
Ruth Morrison Award:
Vicki Wert – “Canna Lily Leaves

Picture of the Year:
Lauri Burkons – “Hoodie”see front cover
First Place:
Jacqueline Murray – “Groat Dance”
Second Place:
John Downey – “Alaska Valley”
Third Place:
Anthony Warmuth – “Eclipse”
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The Results are In
Congratulations to our Year-end Winners! Continued

Photojournalism
Picture of the Year:
Bill Keaton – “Dressed in Fatigue”
First Place:
Chris Camino – “Internal Flame”
Second Place:
Russell Whittemore – “Answering the Call”
Third Place:
Dan Sandy – “Framed”

Pictorial Print
Picture of the Year:
Dennis Wert – “Jasper National Park”
First Place:
Dave Ciborek – “Orchids”
Second Place:
Richard Ader – “Monks in Courtyard”
Third Place:
Vicki Wert – “Best Bookstore Ever”
John Moddejong Award:
Russell Whittemore – “Storm over the Tetons”

Pictorial Projection
Picture of the Year:
Russell Whittemore – “Aurora Fantasy”
First Place:
Craig Koteles – “A Place Behind the Falls”
Second Place:
Dan Sandy – “Steptoe Butte Sunset”
Third Place:
Dennis Wert – “Belem Tower”
Bert Klein Award:
Barb Cerrito – “Rub-a-dub-dub, Cannoli out of the Tub”
Henry Mayer Award:
Bob Kowaleski – “Aurora at Knik”
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Competition Photos – Pictorial

Angry Erie Light by Rick Carrell, 1st Place

Chain Bridge Budapest by Donna Schneider, 1st Place

Mesa Arch Glow by Vicki Wert, 1st Place
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Competition Photos – Pictorial

Inside Job by Sue Marquardt, 1st Place

Boatload of Globes by Dennis Wert, Honorable Mention

Time Goes Round & Round by Mike Kopkas, 1st Place
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Member Feature
Bob Kowaleski
by Bill Keaton
“I can truly say, I am a
100 percent product of
CPS,” says Bob Kowaleski
of his photo skills. Bob
is nearing his five-year
anniversary in the club
and claims he was nothing
but a snapshot shooter
before joining.
“I knew nothing!” he
exclaimed. “I knew how to
point-and-shoot.”
Bob has taken just about
every class the Cleveland
Photographic
Society
has to offer – beginners,
Photoshop, Lightroom, intermediate Photoshop – and
some many times over. CPS allows students to repeat
classes for free.

Today, he shoots with a Canon, as does his daughter, so
they can share equipment.
“Before, we would record what we saw,” Bob said, “Now
we go to places for the photographic opportunities.”

All the time and dedication paid off for Kowaleski this
spring when two of his photographs were chosen during
the end-of-year competition for the CPS Wall of Fame.

Iceland is a favorite location where he was introduced
during his time in the service. His wife is Icelandic, and
his daughter was born there.

“When you retire, you have a choice,” Bob said. “Get a
dog, or get a camera. Both are energizing if you make
the commitment. It is amazing to me how supportive
members of this club are.”

“I love the West Coast,” Kowaleski added. “We have been
in every national park west of the Rockies.”
Long trips usually involve traveling with his wife, daughter,
and grandson, but Bob and his wife also enjoy day-trips
and multiple day trips around the region. He said they
go to the western part of Ohio all the time, often for bird
photography, and southern Ohio also has a lot to offer.
Bob laughed and said he can’t always name the species of
bird he is photographing, but loves the challenge.

Kowaleski lives in Broadview Heights and has lived in the
Cleveland area, except for time in the U.S. Marine Corp, all
of his life.
He was a small business owner, who retired in 2009. Bob
and a small group of friends started a boutique lubricant
company that grew into a fairly large company. It was a
chemistry-driven technology company that specialized
in environmentally sound lubricants. An example would
be to replace oil-based lubricants with water emulsion
lubricants. The company became popular in the sugar
industry because the lubricants used in presses are foodgrade.

Surprisingly, it is a bird that makes Bob’s bucket list.
“My bucket list is a thirst to get the perfect eagle shot,”
Bob explained. He can’t describe the shot, but says he will
know it when he sees it.
The learning hasn’t stopped for Bob, as he said among his
latest projects is learning multiple focus points and using
stacking to improve his landscapes.

Nature is the one area Bob prefers to shoot because he
and his family have always been outdoors people… bikers,
walkers, and hikers. In the film days, he shot with a Kodak
Retina II, but that was mostly used to record the outdoor
places his family visited.

“The target is to get better at black-and-white,” he added.
“I am trying to prepare my mind for B&W. Within the club,
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Member Feature
Bob Kowaleski Continued

Foggy Sunrise by Bob Kowaleski, Nature Picture of the Year

I watch people with great quality B&W and I am convinced
he (Russell Whittemore) can see in B&W. I am trying to
understand what really good B&W photographers have
learned. It really is an art form.”

For other people fairly new to the club or photography,
Kowaleski recommends entering competitions at the
earliest possible time, because it shows a commitment to
“personal improvement.”

Bob looks no further than the club for inspiration for his
photography. He especially mentioned Russell Whittemore,
Dennis and Vicki Wert, and Dan Sandy as photographers
he admires.

“It is a personal honor to have a photo on the wall,” Bob
said. “It is a privilege to have so many helpers in the club
at times of need….so many people willing to help.”
“There is a wholesomeness in our club to helping people
on their photographic journey. If you want to be in
photography, this is where you want to be.” ❑

“Truly, what inspires me is the fantastic images brought
to this club,” he said. “It is inspiring to be among great
photographers.”
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Competition Photos – Pictorial

Fishing Eagle by Keith Marchand, 1st Place

Eagle by John Dunlavey, 1st Place

Autumn Leaf - Twisted by Joseph Miko, 2nd Place
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Competition Photos – Pictorial

Monarch on Snake Root by Jon Harford, 2nd Place

Berry for a Cedar Waxwing by Rick Carrell, 3rd Place
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Competition Photos – Pictorial

A Place Behind the Falls by Craig Koteles, 3rd Place

Rocky Waterfall by Lauri Culp, Honorable Mention

Flower by David Burns, Honorable Mention
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Member Feature
Dan Sandy
by Bill Keaton
“I make pretty pictures,” says Dan Sandy,
referring to his occupation as a technical
designer, which has him drawing just about
anything using a computer.
He also does well with a camera, and this year
two of his photographs were chosen in the
end-of-year judging to hang on the Wall of
Fame at CPS.
Dan lives just a few minutes from CPS, but
as a child traveled with his family quite a
bit. He lived in Brazil for three years, and
in Mexico for a few months, while his father
worked programming mainframe computers.
Following a major earthquake, his father said
he had enough and the family moved back to
Brecksville.
“We almost moved to Zanesville. I am so glad
that didn’t happen,” Dan said, dryly. “The
population is mostly cows.”
As he was growing up, Dan said he considered
himself an artist and took every art class
available in school, including a photography
class in high school. The strong background
in art has played an important part in his
composition of photos.
Dan’s parents bought him a point-and-shoot
camera a few years out of high school, and
he bought his first DSLR about 12 years ago.
He immediately took it to the Adirondacks
and didn’t even realize, out of excitement, the
camera contained a light meter. He shoots
with Canons but claims most cameras are
about the same.
“It matters what you learn,” he
“Developing your eye is important.”

said.

Racing Under the Milky Way by Dan Sandy, Creative Picture of the Year

Sandy said he became serious about
photography when he joined CPS about six or
seven years ago. During his time at CPS, Dan
said he has learned more about photography
than in the previous 15 years. Dan serves on
the CPS board and is chairman of the creative
competitions.
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Member Feature
Dan Sandy Continued
There are no “famous” photographers that inspire Dan. Inspiration comes
from viewing the work and talking with other photographers in CPS. He also
cites field trips and competitions at CPS in his efforts to become a better
photographer.
“I learned by putting myself in situations that I wasn’t comfortable with”
Dan explained. “I had said I didn’t want to take pictures of people... but
I wanted to compete. Through competitions, I became more comfortable
taking pictures of people.”
Those who are Facebook friends with Dan or know him well, know people
are not the only animated subjects in front of his camera.
“I definitely love cats,” Dan admitted. He has more than 60,000 cat photos
on his hard drives.
“When you go (to the Animal Protective League) every weekend for nine
years, you accumulate a lot of photos.”
He hasn’t taken cat photos lately, but he does intend to return to volunteering
photographing cats sometime in the future. These days, he teaches other
APL volunteers how to take photos to better display the animals.
But, why cats?
“In junior high I was a depressed lad,” Dan explained. “I would come home
from school, my cat would jump in my lap and start purring and all would
be well.
“I want to help others find the right cat.”
In addition to photographing cats, Dan said his favorite subjects are nature
and landscapes, and he especially mentioned waterfalls, rivers, and other
water features.
He likes to travel to take pictures and enjoys being alone at 5 a.m. as the
sun rises over a landscape.
But he stresses just about anything can be beautiful if you find the right
lighting and angle.
“I just like to create,” Dan says. “I’m a content generator.”
Someday he hopes to travel to Japan and China – rural China – because he
is fascinated by their cultures. He also wants to visit New Zealand to take in
the scenery and do more traveling within the United States. He mentions, in
particular, a desire to see Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks.
“Go out there and keep on shooting,” Dan advises other photographers.
“Put yourself in uncomfortable situations. Try to keep on learning.
“No matter how good you are,” he said, “you can always learn something
else.” ❑
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Competition Photos – Black & White

Yankee Peddler Reenactor by Dave Ciborek, 1st Place

St. Stanislaus by Dennis Wert, 3rd Place

Lamego Cloister by Vicki Wert, 2nd Place
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The CPS Challenge
Are You Up for the Challenge?
by Chris Camino
Late last year, CPS began offering a fun new service to
photographers, The CPS Photo Challenge. Since its
inception, the Challenge has become a great way for its
many participants to exercise their photographic skills
and creativity via biweekly thematic assignments. How
does the Challenge work? Every other Sunday a new
photographic topic is introduced online. Participants
then have two weeks to capture and then post to the
online group photo pool one or two images that relate to
that topic.

approach and interpret the same theme. The Challenge
is not a competition. It is more like a community of
photographers who collectively strive to pursue their
passion for photography.
We invite you to join in on the fun and learning. The
CPS Photo Challenge is run on the Flickr photo sharing
website. The first thing you have to do is join Flickr (free).
After that, you need to join the ‘CPS Photo Challenge’
group (be sure to read the rules). Then you are set to
go. The address of our homepage is www.flickr/groups/
CPSChallenge. You can also easily find the group via a
link on the front page of the official CPS site or via a link
on the weekly “Snapshot” newsletter. The entire process
is fairly simple, but if you have any specific questions,
feel free to contact me at camino.image@gmail.com.

The purpose of the Challenge is for participants to get
out with their cameras and try things they may have
otherwise never considered shooting. This is NOT a
forum for posting old archived photos… it is a vehicle for
imagination, experimentation, and growth.
The various Challenges may take individuals out of their
comfort zone and require them to attempt types of
subject matter and techniques they are not accustomed
to. The results are often a realized learning experience
and ultimately a more well-rounded understanding of
photography. Isn’t that what we all want? The added
bonus of the Challenge is that not only does one learn
by doing, but also by viewing how other photographers

Don’t let this opportunity to have fun and maybe even
broaden your photographic horizons slip by. Whether
you are a beginner or a long-time shutterbug, the CPS
Challenge will push your creativity and expand your
photographic horizons. So, I will ask again… Are you up
to the Challenge?

CPS Challenge #10: Symmetry

CPS Challenge #15: Animal Portraits

Detailed below are images and testimonials of a few of the
photographers who have already accepted the Challenge.

Rolex by Mike Marinis
Eggs in the Basket by Angelina Sheetz

“The CPS Photo Challenge has been an especially helpful
way to jump-start creative ideas (admittedly not my
strong suit). It’s quick and easy, and reminds me of what
a photographic hobby should be — having fun!”

“Not only does the photo challenge inspire me to explore
new techniques and subjects; I also very much enjoy
seeing other members’ pictorial interpretations of the
theme. It’s something I always look forward to.”
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The CPS Challenge
Are You Up for the Challenge? Continued

CPS Challenge #14: Texture

CPS Challenge #17: Vibrant Colors

Polarized Forks by Lori Palmer

Hands of Time by Sue Marquardt

“I participate in the CPS Flickr Challenge because it
requires subjects or techniques that may be out of
my comfort zone. This is not a competition but rather
a personal challenge. I also like the stipulation that
the photo must be taken within the specified two-week
period.”

“I like the Challenges; first to see what others in CPS will
come up with, as we all know we have some very creative
photographers in this organization. Second, it gives me
the push I sometimes need to get out and shoot, and to
shoot with more purpose and perhaps a bit more care,
and creativity. As vain as it is, I do like when someone
enjoys my image enough to give it a fav. That being said,
images I post that receive less attention help me grow
also, as I think what I might do differently in the future if
I shoot something similar.”

CPS Challenge #9: Winter

CPS Challenge #7: Repeating Pattern

Ice Crystals by Ron Werman

“I am enjoying the CPS Photo Challenge because, instead
of first looking for subjects and thinking about a thoughtful
composition of that subject, I must start with the step
of satisfying the theme. That extra beginning step puts
an interesting spin on the whole process and positively
changes so much in terms of the search for images.”

Egg Crate Foam by Alan Fluker
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The CPS Challenge
Are You Up for the Challenge? Continued

CPS Challenge #16: Windows

CPS Challenge #18: Water

Falling Water at Deer Lick Cave by Kelly Jameson

“The CPS Challenge gives me the nudge I need to get
out and, find new places to shoot, especially since there
are all kinds of photography I simply haven’t tried yet.
And I love seeing how other CPS members interpret the
challenge and marvel at the photos they come up with
(many of which leave me wondering, 'Why didn’t I think
of that??')”

CPS Challenge #11: Still Life
Through the Panes by Richard Bradshaw

“I look forward to the challenge because it gives me a
subject to shoot as well as a purpose for shooting it. Then,
I get to compare my images against everyone else’s. The
result, sometimes I’m happy, other times I’m humbled,
but always glad to be a part of it.”

Mechanical Supplication by Chris Camino
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Competition Photos – Creative

Rub-a-Dub-Dub, Cannoli Out of the Tub by Barb Cerrito, 1st Place

Cactus Kaleidoscope by Fran Zahniser, 2nd Place

Sign People Day Off by Glenn Petranek, 1st Place
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Competition Photos – Creative

Luddington Lighthouse by Bob Kekelik, 2nd Place
Incarcerated by Dave Ciborek, 2nd Place

Horse Drive WC by Ronald Wilson, 2nd Place

Color Play by Mike Kopkas, 3rd Place
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Competition Photos – Creative

Abandoned Fisher Body Plant Detroit by Glenn Petranek, 3rd Place

Grim City by Judy Medina, 3rd Place

Storm Over Cleveland by Joseph Miko, 3rd Place
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Competition Photos – Creative

Bubble Stars by Mike Kopkas, Honorable Mention

Forks in a Flute by Dennis Wert

The Great Pumpkin by Dan Sandy, Honorable Mention
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Member Feature
Russell Whittemore
by Bill Keaton
Many might consider Russell Whittemore’s childhood a
photographer’s dream. He was born in San Francisco, was
given a Rolleiflex when he was 12 or 13 and spent several
weeks a year in Ansel Adams country, Yosemite National
Park.

“In college, I was busy
with pre-med and didn’t
do much except take
snapshots,” Russ said.
He got the bug again
about 15 years ago
when Canon introduced
the powershots.

“I was lucky,” Russell admitted. He explained there were
coffee table books on photography in his house as he was
growing up, and for quite a while as a boy, he was quite
involved in photography. At one point, he was rolling his
own film, making his own processing chemicals, and push
processing Tri-X to gain more control over the process.
(Push processing involves shooting a film at various ISOs
and varying development times to compensate.)

“I really got involved
(with photography) again
with the D70,” he said of
Nikon’s early consumer
camera. “You could take
pictures right and left.
It was a tremendous
attraction.”

Fifty years of photography experience paid off this spring
for Russ, who had four photos chosen in the end-of-year
competition to be displayed on Cleveland Photographic
Society’s The Wall.

“I just started shooting
more and more,” said Russ. He graduated to the Nikon
D700, started acquiring “fast glass,” and moved upwards
to the D800 and D810.

Whittemore finished his undergraduate work at Berkeley,
then moved east. He earned a Ph.D. from the University
of Buffalo and has spent the past 20 years working as a
radiologist in private practice, providing service to several
hospitals in the Akron area.

Recently he made the switch to mirrorless, acquiring a 45
megapixel Nikon Z7. He said that has cut the weight of his
equipment considerably.

He has one daughter, who lives on the West Coast, where
she works as a screenwriter.

Stalled at Sunset by Russell Whittemore, Caseau Award
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Member Feature
Russell Whittemore Continued
During his film-shooting days, Russ said he shot a pretty
equal split between black-and-white and color. He shot
a lot of Ektachrome slides but liked the control of the
process offered by B&W.
“It’s just the way I see things,” Whittemore explained.
“Occasionally, I see where color is the primary attraction,
but it is more about forms, shadows, and light.”
Landscape photography is Russ’ favorite subject, but he
says his interest is expanding.
“I also have an interest in architectural photography,”
Russ said. “You can walk around a building and things
change every few feet.”
Russ said he and his wife like to travel, and he mentioned
Hawaii as a fun place with many things to do. When the
two travel, Russ shoots targets of opportunity, but he also
plans photo-specific trips or workshops every couple of
years.
“Every year or two I try to do a workshop,” Russ said. It
makes the logistics so much easier, especially traveling to
a new location.
Two of the favorite places he has visited are Iceland and
Patagonia. He plans to travel to Greenland in August, with
a stop in Iceland to see a few places he had wanted to visit
on a previous trip, and to revisit a couple of favorites.
He admits to a bucket list of sorts, wanting to go back to
Antarctica and go “feet dry,” and to visit Hokkaido, Japan,
known for its hot springs, volcanoes, and natural beauty.

The Great Red Wall by Russell Whittemore, People Picture of the Year

When it comes to influence and inspiration, Whittemore
cites many classic photographers. He said “The Eloquent
Light,” by Ansel Adams was a huge influence, and Edward
Weston was the “guy I got the bug from for zen landscapes.”

Lately, he has started competing outside of CPS, where
he has had some success at national exhibitions. He has
had successful entries at the PA Center for Photography
and, this past spring, an image took a third place at a
competition at the New York Center for Photographic Art.

He also mentioned the landscape work in the Sierra
Mountains of Galen Rowell and the photojournalism work
of Dorothea Lange.

“When you go national, you have to be totally ruthless
(with your work),” Russ said. “You have to ask, “What am
I bringing to the table?”

“I like her compositional eye a lot” he said of Lange.
“She was the first to bring a sense of composition to
documentary work.”

Whittemore has been a member of CPS for three or four
years, having found the club on the internet. He wanted
to meet other photographers and said CPS seemed the
largest and best organized.

Russ is a moderator on the Nikonians website and he is
looking at images every day.

“I’d say if you are interested in sharing, in getting better,
having the opportunity to shoot places that are unique,
and to hang out with people that are friendly and helpful,
you are not going to find a better place” Russ said. ❑

“Look at pictures all the time,” he said as a way of getting
better.
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Competition Photos – Photojournalism

Woman at Well by Richard Ader

Mongolian Nomad by Richard Ader

Bhutan Field Worker by Richard Ader
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Competition Photos – Photojournalism

Rainbow Rings by Darlene Beiter

Asian Plate Spinners by Darlene Beiter

Breast Cancer Boaters by Deb Zimmerman
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Competition Photos – Photojournalism

Sharing a Smile by Chris Camino

Hard Times Come Around Here No More by Chris Camino

Power Picnic by Chris Camino
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Competition Photos – Photojournalism

Cleveland Fire by Matt Shiffler

Falcon Heavy Launch by Terry Salvi

Reader by Maria Kaiser
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Competition Photos – Photojournalism

Spinoza Slides into Home by Terry Salvi

Plebe Ritual Before Eating by Kate Hasenohrl
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Member Accomplishments

Here’s to our Fabulous Members’ Accomplishments!
CPS members ROB ERICK, ANITA ORENICK, and CAL
PUSATERI have several images featured in the recentlypublished book Cleveland Visions - a coffee table book
produced by Cityscapes Books as a part of its series
showcasing the assets of America’s great cities. Copies
of the book will be placed in hotel rooms throughout the
Greater Cleveland area as an introduction to the City and
its many attractions.

included the ancient city of Cuzco, Peru, Lake Titicaca
on Island of the Sun, Bolivia, the ruins of Tiwanaku, the
surreal landscapes of the Salar de Uyuni — the world’s
largest salt desert and the rainforest of Madidi National
Park, in the Andean Amazon. Outstanding!

CPS Secretary and School Director ROB ERICK recently
completed photo documentation of two historic
properties and one neighborhood on behalf of the
Cleveland Restoration Society. The photos were used to
support the application process for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. Projects included:
Roundwood Manor, the Hunting Valley summer estate of
the Van Swearingen brothers, who developed the
Terminal Tower, Shaker Heights, and who owned a
vast railroad empire before the Great Depression.

The Apu of Laguna Celeste by Angelina Sheetz

CPS member, KATHY MILLER won a photography contest
at Case Western Reserve University for staff members and
students. The winner had their photograph used as the
CWRU homepage background earlier in 2019!! Awesome!

Levi Scofield Mansion, located in the Woodhill
neighborhood on Cleveland’s east side. This property
was once the home of Levi Scofield, the architect of
the Soldiers and Sailors monument, Mansfield
Reformatory, downtown’s Scofield building, and many
others.

CPS member SUE MARQUARDT entered her photo
titled “Stogie” in the 53rd annual Samuel S. & Celia G.
Reinglass, Northeast Ohio Photography Show. Her image
took Best of Category in the People, black-and-white
category. Great work!

Myrtle-Highview Neighborhood. Described as the
Suburb in the City, these streets of homes designed
and built by African-American developer Arthur Bussey
continue to provide affordable and well-maintained
properties in the Lee-Harvard area.
Photos taken by CPS Community Service Program
Volunteers ROSEMARY FLANAGAN, DENNIS GLAZER,
and SOBEYDA SCHILLING-Community Service Program
Co-coordinator at the May 18, 2019 Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS) Association Northern Ohio Chapter gala
were used to spotlight a local resident whose community
magazine, East Hudson Living, prominently featured
the photos on four pages of the July 2019 issue of the
magazine.
The Highland Public Library in Medina hosted an exhibit of
CPS member ANGELINA SHEETZ entitled “A Photographic
Tour of the Andes Mountains.” The exhibit ran from
January 21 through February 4, 2019, and included over
two dozen of her photographs of five remote locations in
the Andes Mountains of South America. These locations

Stogie by Sue Marquardt
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Member Accomplishments
Here’s to our Members’ Accomplisments Continued
Long-time CPS member, RUSSELL WHITTEMORE has
been busy. Last year he had two images selected for a
juried photography competition held by the Pennsylvania
Center for Photography. The theme of the competition
was Transformations. They were entitled “Don’t Touch
That Dial” and “On the Road to Perdition.” He had three
images selected in another open competition held by
them later in the year. The theme of that competition was
Odyssey. The three images selected were entitled “Hic
Erit Monstra,” “Ghosts in the Ice,” and “Ragged Minstrel.”
Russell is particularly proud of his entry in a New York
Center for Photographic Art competition. His image “On
The Road To Perdition” placed 3rd out of 1000 entries.
“That one was a particularly satisfying result,” Russell
states, “as Manhattan competitions are pretty high-end
affairs.” Well done, Russell! ❑

On the Road to Perdition by Russell Whittemore

Hic Erit Monstra by Russell Whittemore

Ghosts in the Ice and Ragged Minstrel by Russell Whittemore

If you would like YOUR accomplishments listed here,
email Lisa Adcock at delph99@gmail.com with all the
pertinent details and please include any digital copies
of the photos. Thank you!

Don’t Touch That Dial by Russell Whittemore
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Member Candids

Linda Peters, Rob Erick, and Linda Peter’s brother Kenny Weber
Photo by Jacqueline Murray

Don Keller Photo by Dan Lester

Carla Merkel and Jackie Perchinske Photo by Jacqueline Murray

Working Under the Lights Photo by Jacqueline Murray

Don Keller Photo by Dan Lester
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Member Candids

John Dunlavey Photo by Dan Lester

Lisa Adcock Photo by Dan Lester

Our Illustrious Leader, Deb Zimmerman, at the Homeless Stand Down
Photo by Bill Keaton

Charmane Lucsik Photo by Angeli Persons

Bill Keaton Photo by Angeli Persons
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Member Candids

Special Olympics Volunteer Photographers Photos by Dan Lester

Nancy Kekelik 			

unidentified photographer		

Mike Kopkas				

Bob Kekelik

Mike Kopkas		

Rosemary Flanagan

Don Keller, center

Vic Evcic & Rich Bradshaw

Don Keller					
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Mike Lonsdale, left

Competition Photos – People

Skill in Motion by Fran Zahniser, 1st Place

Ballet Hispanico by Susan Bestul, 2nd Place

Puddle Jumping by Kathy Amari, 2nd Place
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B Competition Photos

The Pooch by Michael Hartman, 1st Place

White Orchid by Lori Shemanski, 1st Place
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B Competition Photos

Small Owl by John Downey, 3rd Place

Golden Ratio - Embellished by Angelina Sheetz, 2nd Place

Sunrise at Hilton Head Island by Alexander Mayzel, 3rd Place
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In a Snapshot
Did You Know You Can Help CPS
While You Shop? Here’s how:

displayed. If you would like to see YOUR image on the
wall. For more information please go to https://myemail.
constantcontact.com/Members--Favorites-Back-Wall.
html?soid=1108570096361&aid=qR_Y6RBSwO4

Membership has its benefits with AMAZON SMILE!
https://www.amazon.com/gp/clpf/ref=smi_se_smi
_rd_www?ie=UTF8&hvadid=77721841890846&hvbm
t=be&hvdev=c&hvqmt=e&ref=pd_sl_6qw7qzhlo0_
e&tag=mh0b-20 is a program that donates .5% of your
eligible Amazon purchases to the non-profit organization
of your choice. Simply log-in using your regular Amazon
ID and password. Choose the organization you’d like
to help (we hope it’ll be the Cleveland Photographic
Society!) and you’re all set! Please Note: all purchases
MUST be made from the Amazon Smile website, not
the regular Amazon site for the donation to be made to
your selected nonprofit, but that’s the only difference.

Take More Photos... of Each Other!
Lisa Adcock, club historian, has noticed that we have
many beautiful images of our favorite subjects, but not
very many of each other. When you are on one of our
field trips, functions, or parties, don’t forget to take a few
shots of your fellow members and friends! Photographers
having fun with other photographers in great locations
make fantastic photos! Send your images to Lisa Adcock
at delph99@gmail.com. Please identify the people in the
photograph. Photos will be used only for CPS purposes
such as this newsletter.

CPS also has a relationship with THINK TANK,
https://www.thinktankphoto.com/pages/camera
club?rfsn=140620.92f718 maker of sturdy and stylish
camera bags and other accessories. Any time you make
a purchase the club will receive a percentage of your
purchase and YOU will receive your choice of a free gift!

CPS Partners
with the
Cleveland
Photo Fest

CPS Has Mat-Cutting Service
Available to Members Only:

www.clevelandphotofest.org

CPS is proud to announce that we’ve agreed to act as an
affiliate partner with The Cleveland Photograph Workshop!
The Workshop, a nonprofit corporation, is sponsoring the
first annual Cleveland Photo Fest, opening September
1st through October 30th, 2019.

CPS is happy to provide a mat-cutting service to its
members. A professional level mat cutter has been
donated to the Club and we’re pleased to provide this
opportunity.

A citywide event, the CPF aims to strengthen the
appreciation of photography as a major force in today’s
visually driven culture.

For $2 each, 16 x 20 mats are available for purchase.
We’ll train you in how to cut your own mats. You may also
bring in your own mats to cut. We ask that you please
bring in the size picture you would like matted, for a more
accurate measurement. Members are there to teach but
are not responsible for cutting the mats.

Ten photography exhibitions will open under Cleveland
Photo Fest auspices involving more than 100 local,
national and international photographers. The CPF
anticipates the initial participation of more than 30
galleries, art spaces, and organizations. The festival will
feature photographer’s presentations, gallery and art
space exhibitions and community-oriented educational
events.

Please email president@clevelandphoto.org IN ADVANCE,
include ‘Mat Cutting’ in the Subject Line and provide your
name, telephone number, and email address, so you can
be contacted to schedule an appointment.

CPS and CPW will work together to promote Photo Fest
activities and CPS members will be provided opportunities
to submit images to be exhibited. CPW will also help
cross-promote CPS events as a part of our partnership.
Watch this space, the CPS homepage and calendar for
additional information as events firm-up.

The Member’s Favorite Wall
Needs Your Photos!
The purpose of our Member’s Favorite Wall is to
display YOUR favorite images. Any member from
beginning student to seasoned photographer can send
two or three of their favorite images to be proudly
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Community Service
We asked our Community Service Volunteers to select
their favorite photographs from events they photographed
the first half of this year and share why they selected the
photograph. Here are some of their favorites:

Title: Team Spirit
Name of Event: Medina Special Olympics Volleyball (May 11, 2019)
Photographer: Dan Lester
Why Chosen: Chose team spirit because this group played hard.

Title: Ready to roll
Name of Event: American Lung Association Golf (June 10, 2019)
Photographer: Dan Lester
Why Chosen: A small shot of some of the many carts that day
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Title: Star-Struck!
Name of Event: 2019 Strike Out! ALS
Gala and Auction (May 18, 2019)
Photographer: Rosemary Flanagan
Why Chosen: This lady looked so happy to
have her photo taken with Sandy Alomar
Jr. and I was happy to take it!

Community Service

Title: Cleveland’s Future
Name of the Event: Minds Matter Graduation (June 1, 2019)
Photographer: Chris Barker
Why Chosen: This photo conveys a sense of hope and pride by
showing young adults who worked hard to develop themselves and
earn admission to top colleges. You can see the determination in
their faces.
Title: Determination
Name of Event: Walk for Williams
Syndrome (May 18, 2019)
Photographer: Karen L. Kritzer
Why Chosen: This photo showcases little
Mae, a toddler with Williams Syndrome.
I selected this photo because of the
look of determination on her face – no
syndrome is going to get in her way!

Title: Young at Heart
Name of the Event: Lung Force Walk (June 22, 2019)
Photographer: Chris Barker
Why Chosen: When the music started playing before
the walk, this woman didn’t let the fact that she uses
a walker stop her from dancing. She started the party
and set the mood for the whole event.
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OUR MISSION:
The mission of the Cleveland
Photographic Society, Inc. is
to promote and advance the
understanding, passion and joy
of photography by providing
opportunities for education, skill
development, picture taking,
competition, critique and fellowship.

CPS Competitions
CPS holds competitions throughout the club year as a part of our regular
Friday evening meeting schedule. Only members and current students can enter
images in competition, but all are invited to attend on competition evenings.
Current competition categories are Creative, Nature, People and Black & White,
and every competition also contains the opportunity to submit images in the
Pictorial (Open) category. Competitions are split between printed images and
those which are digitally projected. In addition, the Club maintains a ‘B’ series
of competitions for students and newer members and also offers a series of
Photojournalism nights, designed to focus on the image as a visual story with
only minimal digital editing.

CPS Membership
Annual dues:
Single member rate is $54
Couples are $81
Family (couple plus one or more children) is $117
Junior member (under 18) is $36
Distance member (roughly over 100 miles) is $36.
A downloadable application form and more details can be found on our
website: www.clevelandphoto.org
Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one of the most dynamic,
active, and friendliest camera clubs in the U.S. Photographic education and
fellowship are our primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No matter your skill
level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of activities that will enhance
your skills—and you’ll have FUN along the way!

Club Calendar
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained
at www.clevelandphoto.org
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CLUB HEADQUARTERS
9543 Broadview Road
Broadview Heights, OH
44147
www.clevelandphoto.org
THE CLEVELAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, INC.
CPS has operated
continuously since
1887, making us one of
the oldest camera clubs
in North America. The
organization currently has
over 800 members and is
one of the few anywhere
to have its own permanent
clubroom. The objectives
of the society are to
promote and advance the
understanding, passion
and joy of photography by
providing opportunities
for education, skill
development, picture
taking, competition,
critique, and fellowship.
We meet almost every
Friday evening and our
meetings are always open
to visitors and guests—we
invite you to visit us! Our
clubroom is located on the
City of Broadview Heights
campus. The clubroom
opens at 7:00 p.m. Visit
our website for directions,
maps, and further
information: www.
clevelandphoto.org
CPS is a founding member
of the Photographic Society
of America, PSA.
All Rights Reserved.
All photographs herein
are protected by copyright
law and may not be
reproduced without the
expressed written consent of
the photographer.

